The Qweak collaboration [1] is conducting the first precision measurement of the weak charge of the proton, Q p W , at Jefferson Laboratory, building on the technical advances made in the laboratory's parity-violation program and using the results of earlier measurements to constrain hadronic corrections. The experiment measurements the parityviolating longitudinal analyzing power in e-p elastic scattering at Q 2 = 0.026 (GeV /c) 2 employing 180 µA's of 86% polarized electrons on a 0.35 m long liquid hydrogen target. The measurement will determine the weak charge of the proton with about 4.1% combined statistical and systematic errors. This corresponds to constraints on parity violating new physics at a mass scale of 2.3 TeV at the 95% confidence level. This also allows sin 2 θ W to be determined to 0.3% accuracy, providing a competitive measurement of the running of the mixing angle. In combination with other parityviolation measurements, a high precision determination of the weak couplings to the 'up' and 'down' quarks, improving significantly on the present knowledge as shown in Figure 1 . The quantity A LR ( 1 H) (henceforth A) is the asymmetry in the measurement of the cross section difference between elastic scattering by longitudinally polarized electrons with positive and negative helicity from unpolarized protons. Q 2 is the four-momentum transfer, τ = Q 2 /4M 2 where M is the proton mass, and θ is the laboratory electron scattering angle. For forward-angle scattering where θ → 0, → 1, and τ << 1, the asymmetry can be written as:
where F p is a form factor. The first term, proportional to Q 2 , is for a point-like proton. The second term B(Q 2 ), proportional to Q 4 , is the leading term in the nucleon structure defined in terms of neutron and proton electromagnetic and weak form factors. Ideally we would like to measure at a low enough Q 2 that the proton would look like a point and hadronic corrections would be negligible. Neglecting radiative corrections, the leading term in the equation is simply FIG. 1 : Knowledge of the neutral-weak effective coupling constants. The dotted contour displays the previous experimental limits (95% CL) reported in the PDG [2] together with the prediction of the standard model (yellow star). The filled ellipse denotes the present constraint provided by recent high precision PVES scattering measurements on hydrogen, deuterium, and helium targets (at 1σ), while the solid contour (95% CL) indicates the full constraint obtained by combining all results [3] . All other experimental limits shown are displayed at 1σ. The striking improvement possible from the future Jefferson Laboratory Q p W measurement is shown as the blue line and assuming the Standard Model.
An accurate measurement of sin 2 θ W thus requires higher order, yet significant, corrections for nucleon structure. Nucleon structure contributions in B(Q 2 ) can be suppressed by going to lower momentum transfer. The numerical value of B(Q 2 ) has been determined experimentally by extrapolation from existing forward angle parity-violating data at higher Q 2 . Qweak is an integrating mode measurement of the parity-violating longitudinal analyzing power in e-p elastic scattering. The experiment employs the full gamut of parity violating electron scattering techniques to measure an asymmetry of 300 parts per billion with a statistical error of 2%. A 180 beam of 86% polarized electrons from JLab's state of the art polarized source is scattered on a 0.35m (the worlds highest power) liquid hydrogen target. Furthermore, rapid beam helicity reversal provides a powerful common mode rejection of the contribution of target boiling to the statistical error. Also critical to the measurement are a carefully designed collimation and 8 sector toroidal spectrometer system, the use of radiation hard quartz electron detectors read out with custom low-noise electronics, low noise measurements of beam current, and precision measurements of beam polarization with multiple polarimeters.
I. POSSIBILITY OF A SECOND GENERATION MEASUREMENT AT THE JLAB FEL ACCELERATOR COMPLEX
Initial simulations indicate that it is technically feasible to perform something like a 2% ultra low Q 2 measurement of Q p W by using the existing apparatus with approximately 0.5mA of 200 MeV beam potentially available at the JLab FEL accelerator complex. The value of such a measurement would really come from it being part of a global fit. It would be another point, at a much lower Q 2 , but with different systematic and theoretical uncertainties, rather than simply smaller ones. This would allow a better global extraction of a final result. Basically such a measurement would have approximately 100x the rate of Qweak-1 but with an average Q 2 about 10x lower, so the FOM on the asymmetry would be similar. Another advantage in FOM would come from the suppression of the "dilution" terms (magnetic moment, plus any strange quark, etc.) and somewhat smaller magnitude corrections (such as the γZ box term).
A significant point to note is that the existing Qweak toroidal spectrometer design will not produce magnetic fields strong enough to polarize the proton target which is essential for such a low Q 2 measurement. The existing cryogenic target system will work up to 0.2 mA and perhaps much more. It also appears feasible to augment the experimental technique to help suppress target boiling noise at these higher beam currents by increasing the helicity flip rate to perhaps 2 KHz and by using an rf beam current cavity (BCM) downstream of the target as a transmitted beam current monitor. A possible experimental layout at the JLab FEL accelerator complex is shown in Figure 2 . This would require the construction of new endstation (similar in size to the existing Hall B at JLab), the addition of a polarized injector, beam polarimetry and some upgrade work on the FEL accelerator. If the existing Qweak apparatus were simply used with 200 MeV beam it would have the following characteristics: Q 2 = 7 x 10 −4 (GeV /c) 2 , with an effective detector rate of 1.5 GHz/µA of beam incident on the hydrogen target. The layout shown also avoids major modifications to the installed optical beamline at the FEL. A suitable transport line would consist of 3 triplets between the existing FEL and wall, a pair after, a 4 period FODO arc (using the GW dipoles now in Lab 1 for LIPSS), and then a scaled clone of, say, the transport into Hall C.
II. CONCLUSION
The experiment and possible follow on measurements are highly interpretable precision measurements of Q p W in the simplest system. Most hadronic structure effects have already been determined from global analysis of other PVES measurements. Other theoretical uncertainties have been calculated with relatively small uncertainties. Because Q p W happens to almost cancel, it is very sensitive to the value of sin 2 θ W , a 10σ test of the running is possible with the presently running Qweak measurement. The first generation measurement is also a sensitive search for parity violating new physics with a CL of 95% at the 2.3 TeV scale. The measurement is unique to the capabilities at JLab. This work was supported by the DOE contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177, under which Jefferson Science Associates, LLC operates Jefferson Lab. Construction funding was provided through NSERC, NSF, DOE and University matching contributions.
